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Trustee holds
forum on fees
Washington.’I don’t
represent the
students.’
By John Perez
Daily staff writer

In the Jan. 14 meeting of the
California State University Board of
Trustees, Ameze Washington, the
current CSU student trustee, voted
’yes’ on the proposed 40 percent fee
increase which sent shock waves
through the CSU system.
Washington’s "yes" vote is leaving its own wake with some SJSU
students as well.
A former SJSU Associated
Students president, Washington will
hold an open forum Tuesday at SJSU
to discuss the 40 patent fee increase
and how it will affect students.
"I voted ’yes’ to the 40 percent
Increase because I thought it was the
best thing for the citizens of
California." Washington said. "It was
the best option that was put out on
the table at the time."
When asked if this was the best
thing for students, Washingtod said,
"I don’t represent the students. I represent the citizens of the state, some
of them happen to be students."
"I think when (Washington) voted
for the proposed fee increase, he was
not representing the true student
interest," said Nicole Launder. current Associated Students president.
"I don’t think that he really knows
what a 40 percent fee increase really
means," she said.
By an act of the legislature, there
must be one student on the Board of
Trustees. That position is currently
filled by Washington. according to
Colleen Bendy-Adler. spokeswoman
for the CSU Board of Trustees and
the chancellor’s office.
"This student is appointed to a
two-year tenn by the governor to

represent the CST! students as citizens," Bendy-Adler said.
The proposed increase will mean
that the fees for a full-time student
would go from $936 to $1,310 per
year starting with the fall 1992
semester. Only two members of the
CSU board, Miriam Bugdasarian and
Claudia Hampton, voted against the
proposed fee increase.
The vote of the trustees is subject
to ratification by the finance committee on Feb. 19.
For Washington’s Tuesday forum,
he suggests that, "Students should
come with a written synopsis of how
the fee increase will affect them,"
The students are also invited to just
stand up and speak.
Washington said suggestions and
alternatives to the fee increase
offered by the students at the forum
will be considered at the CSU Board
finance committee meeting.
The committee will meet in Long
Beach on Feb. 19 either to ratify or
come up with an alternative figure to
the proposed 40 percent hike.
Launder is encouraging students
to get in touch with their legislators
in Sacramento to tell them how they
feel.
Tuesday’s forum will be held at
the A.S. council chambers, on the
third floor of the Student Union at
11:05 a.m.
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It is no secret that most students
are outraged at the fee increases on
California State University campuses.
The Students United for
Accessible Education will represent
SJSU in an organized rally and
demonstration to be held at noon
Tuesday at the state capitol in
Sacramento to protest the 40 percent
fee increase.

Olympic hopeful] Tammy Hensley, grapples with her opponent during an SJSU judo team practice in the men’s gym.
Hensley is one of two women from the SJSU women’s judo
team who are contenders for the 1992 Summer Olympics in
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Barcelona, Spain. The SJSU judo team ranked first in the
nation this year and for 27 out of the last 30.
See story, Page 4

Security questions raised over Ice-T,
Public Enemy concerts at SJSU
By Les Mahler
Daily staff writer

Arneze Washington

SJSU students to join
fee protest at capitol
By Atoosa Savarnejad

Scott Sady -

Promising a peaceful demonstration, Juan Hato, who created the
SUAE on this campus, said the organization is currently circulating a
petition protesting the fee increase.
"Hopefully after this meeting we
will be able to mobilize students at
this university to take action," !taro
said.
"We demand that our stale legislature serve our needs by maintaining
funding for higher education," said
See PROlESE Back Page

Promising to address issues of security and violence , the Associated
Students Board of Directors approved
$27,000 to bring rappers Ice -1’ and
Public Enemy to SJSU.
The preliminary plans drawn up by
the program board and presented
Wednesday afternoon raised questions
about the possibility of violence on
campus.
Robert Kolar, executive director of
the program board, tried to reassure the
board that contracted security would be
in full force.
"Is it going to make money, or are
they going to bring trouble?" A.S.
President Nicole Launder asked. "Do
they have problems...like shootings?"
Kolar told the board that 100 security people would be in force at each
event. Most would come from Staff
Pro, the security organization used by
Bill Graham Presents, according to
Man Rubenstein, A.S. concerts director
for the program board.
But 1)aniel Buerger, executive assis-

tant to the president, said he was "concerned about the University Police
Department just being contracted out
for traffic."
A 11PD spokesman was unavailable
for comment on Friday afternoon.
The concerns expressed by the A.S.
board stem from previous problems
with crowds and violence at both lce-T
and Public Enemy concerts.
But two former SJSU students said
such concerns were based on stereotypes.
"What they see is what they represent and where they come from," said
Chris Nichols, a 1984 administration of
justice graduate.
He blamed the media for "hyping"
such problems and said that if problems do occur "it’s going to be a combination of both security" and the people who attend the concert.
"Whenever there’s a rap concert, the
first thing they look at is ’Ls there going
to be violence?’"said Joey Wells, a
1991 advertising graduate.
Ile wondered if such questions were
asked about rock concerts. "Why is it
an issue now?" Wells asked. "There

Professor ’Joe’ goes for personal approach

Velma Nurse
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Thou He teaches his mass communications class as he expresses his concern about mass media

A

could be violence at a musical. The
same thing can happen at a rap concert."
Wells said SJSU has always had
"some type of problems" with rap
groups performing on campus.
If security and the potential for violence is not resolved, the concerts may
not happen, according to 1)on R. Cecil,
A.S. communications director.
"Maybe it’s not a concert that we
want to hold on campus," Cecil said.
"The situation definitely needs to be
researched before (Kolar) has that concert."
In the past, Bill Graham Presents
has had problems with the two groups.
The latest occured at a Public
Enemy/Anthrax appearance in Oakland
last October, according to Mick Jones.
assistant office manager for Bill
Graham Presents.
Jones said that "precautions" were
taken beforehand to insure the concert
would go on without any problems.
Some of those "precautions"
include a metal detector, body searches, and scrutinizing or "monitoring"
individuals, Jones said.

Mayor Hammer aid stresses
practical environmentalism

By Marcia Lepier

By Christal Niederer
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Zhou lie’s university professor risked ridicule and
reprimand by the Conununist Chinese regime, yet he
was still willing to sneak forbidden English literature
to his student so he could read authors like Mark
Twain and Ilpton Sinclair.
That was in Beijing in 1974.
Eighteen years, nearly 9.500 miles and a doctorate
later, He, an SJSU assistant journalism professor,
wants to develop that same kind of close relationship
with his own students.
That relationship, he believes, begins with a willingness to share information about himself, to reveal
his shortcomings and to seek advice and solutions
from students.
In his Mass Media and Society classes in the fall
1991 semester, his first at SJSU, He announced to the
students they should call him Joe, instead of struggling with the pronunciation of his (7hinese name. Ile
asked them if his accent was a problem and what he
could do to make it easier for them.
When class participation was down. He sought
advice and solutions from students about ways he
could make the class more interesting and relevant.
He even asked the class if the phrasing of the questions in the first exam was easily understood because
English is not his native language.
"There is no use hiding your shortcomings," He

In Bob Biownstein’s mind, students who are concerned about the
environment need to hang onto their
ideals but also learn to be pragmatic.
"They want to make their ideals
work in the real world, and not just
stand on a soapbox and say ’the air
should be cleaner, said Brownstein,
who, as a member of San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer’s staff, can affect the
city’s environmental agenda.
Brownstein is also a lecturer in SJS11’s
environmental studies department.
"If you want lobe able to help pass
a law that makes the air cleaner, you
need to know what you’re doing,"
Brownstein said.
Brownstein. the public policy and
budget director for Hammer, returned
to SJSU this spring to teach "Politics
and the Environment." The course is
designed to show students the basics
of how the political system works, as
well as how to lobby and campaign
effectively. The class focuses on
applying these skills to such environmental problems as air quality, toxic
and hazardous wastes, water resources
and land use.
grownstein’s main goal is to teach
students how to enter the political
arena in a way that will achieve their

See HE, Back Page

Nichols said he undersuxxl the need
for metal detectors. "It would he needed just for safety factors." Nichols said.
"We’ll take all measures to make
sure of no problern_s." Rubenstein said.
"I’m not really worried about security.
My main concern is negotiating for the
artists."
According to Rubenstein. $3500
has been allocated for security,
although that figure could be adjusted
upwards. That money would provide
117 security people for six hours.
Rubenstein said.
Although no firm dates have been
set. Rubenstein said he would know by
the end of next week if Public Enemy
would be coming in March. He said
confirmation on Ice-T should be in by
the end of Ithivary.
The A.S. board has allowed the
final decision on funding for the events
to be made by the A.S. controller.
Rubenstein confirmed that jaz
artist Wynton Marsalis would be coming to the Center for Performing Arts
Arad 21. He also confirmed the booking of Nitzer Ebb at the Student I inion
Ballroom Feb. 24

desired results.
"Developing environmental policies that address the needs of society
and arc practical is the biggest challenge in terms of environmental
issues." said Bruce Olszewski. coordinator id the environmental studies
department. "It’s easy to figure out the
problem - the real work is in implementing solutions."
Olszewski said Brownstein’s [maenad experience will help the students
move from being "rebels without a
clue to rebels with a cause"
Brownstein said he comes from a
liberal political background and has
interests in civil rights and the tuiti-war
movement.

"Generally my inclination was to
find ways. through politics, to empower less -powerful people." he said.
Brownstein said he began getting
interested in environmental issues
when he realized the decisions that
were coming fnan regulatory agencies
weren’t sympathetic to public viewpoint
Brownstein has been in the rafted! SCOW for Me past 25 years. "not
just as a job, hut as a lifestyle," he
said. lie’s hem a grassoots activist
fighting for renter’s lights and an aid
to former County Supervisor Susanne
See I.Et IVREA, Back Page
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_EDITORIAL
Awareness celebrations
encourage sharing
All cultures
should celebrate,
not separate
Nobody’s been
tending the fire
under the Great
American Melting
Pot.
1 he cooling embers arc going
unnoticed, probably because the whole
mixing process is out of style now. That
old-fashioned melting pot is being
replaced by a not -so-great, but
increasingly American, centrifuge
separating and isolating culture from
culture, race from race.
As we begin African Awareness
Month and celebrate the Chinese and
Vietnamese New Years this week, let’s
he sure it’s we who are celebrating all
of us together, honoring and respecting
these elements of our present and past as
a planet. Not just isolated groups within
isolated groups.
All ethnic ities and cultures should
definitely be celebrated but not
separated.
Infortunately, trends of hate crimes in
this country imil all over the world have
forced us into subdivisions. Narrower
and mole exclusive groups continue to
emerge, accentuating differences and
leading to isolation.
Even on campus this diffusion is
apparent.
The multitude of distinct student
groups, which are indisputably useful
and necessary to bring recognition and
support to cultural and ethnic groups,

of ten seems to break up the campus
rather than unify.
With the inevitable merging of
cultural backgrounds over time, how will
some even know where to fit in? The
female re-entry student with a JewishIlispanic mother and a Catholic -Asian
father must not know which campus
group to join.
flow specific do we get? Until
everyone is on his own iceberg with
oceans of cold prejudice and stubborn
self interest in between?
Let’s melt that ice. Let’s stop that
process of separation. Melting is better
than diffusing.
The old melting -pot concept, in ideal
form, is not a case of absorbing or
assimilating. It’s blending and merging.
Keeping individuality while living
together, sharing ideas and traditions,
each one honored and respected.
We’ve managed this blending concept
on a technological level on this planet.
With innovations in transportation and
global communications, previously
impenetrable barriers of time and space
have been virtually overcome. We’ve got
to keep up with technology on the social
front.
It’s sad that someone can make a
phone call to the other side of the world
but they can’t break barriers with the
person standing next to them.
Maybe the upcoming awareness days
and weeks and months are really for the
people who are not in those specific
groups. The notion of "awareness"
implies the opening of eyes, the
awakening of dull senses. Most likely
those in the celebrated groups are already
aware of their backgrounds.
The idea is for the rest of us to see, to
learn and to appreciate all of the diversity
which makes us one the one human
race. Let’s celebrate that.

WORLD ON MY
SHOULDER PADS
Angela Hill

San Jose a ’lush’ town
when America is starting to cut
jlist
back on alcohol consumption, San
Jose seems to be taking a bigger
swig than ever.
We all know this city has suffered
from a long-term identity crisis. Nothing
particularly special or distinguishing
about it. That’s why San Jose’s Mayor
Susan !Jauntier is striving to lure a big
league baseball team here instant
name recognition an imported
identity.
Fine. I really hope it works.
Because the way things are going, the
lush and lovely town that Hammer wanes
this to be is becoming a lush town all
right and fast.
If one more bar opens up in the
downtown area, lighting a match on a
Saturday night, with all the alcohol
fumes in the air, could set off an
explosion with a mushroom cloud the
size of the proposed Giants Stadium.
It’s ridiculous. There’s a bar on every
corner. There’s a pub down every street.
Even things that don’t start out as bars
mutate into them. Like the timer
shopping Pavilion which I’ve now
dubbed the stagger-from -bar-to-bar-andparty-till -you -can’t-remember-what-you did -last -night -or-who-you-did-it-with
Pavilion.
That place, where exclusive little
boutiques used to outnumber tiny quaint
watering holes 40 to one, has grown into
one monstrous night club.
The tiny watering holes have bloated

into a giant abyss where sorrows and all
other signs of intelligent life can be
drowned.
The Pavilion now has seven bars and
more on the way. Its San Jose Live!
alone has almost 40,000 square feet and
it’s sardine packed almost every night,
which is probably a good thing in a way.
Not being able to move more than two
inches any direction keeps drunks from
falling down too much.
Ibis whole bar-fest, mostly along
First Street, must tickle the cops, too.
They surely had some input in this
planning. It makes sense to concentrate
all the potential DUI’s in one place.
Officers hardly have to leave their cars to
make arrests, just reach out the window
and ?rab a drunk.
It s all well and fine for people to
have a good time and what not. That’s
not my complaint. My concern is that
imbibing of spirits is becoming the first
thing that comes to mind when thinking
of San Jose.
Is that really the identity we want?
Maybe the city’s strategy is, because
we try and try and fail and fail to develop
an identity, we’ll get people bleary-eyed
enough so they won’t notice either way.
But whatever the reason, while
Hammer tries to pound out a name for
San Jose, the city is getting hammered in
the meantime.
Angela Hill is the Daily executive
editor. Her column appears every
Monday.

NEWS ROOM (408) 924-3280
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Monika Jung

Take off blinders, see real Mother Earth
world is in ecological ruin and
The
we are so blinded by the beauty in
front of our eyes, we never realize
how horrible the problem is.
I figured this out one day when I was
snorkeling in the sparkling, aqua-blue
water in the Aegean Ocean. I know,
you’re all probably saying to yourselves
that I didn’t have to travel all the way to
Greece to figure out that the Earth is in
trouble, but I did.
Santorini, the island! traveled to, is
magnificently beautiful. It was formed by
a volcanic eruption, and its inhabitants
built, small white-washed houses with
painted blue roofs on the outer rim of the
volcano.
This is the paradise you dreamed about
when finals got too hectic, and when you
were bored with your job and you wanted
to escape from everyday life. You
imagined yourself sitting on a desolate
beach, sipping a drink and reading a book
of your choosing, rather than your
instructor’s.
My disillusionment happened one day
when I was living out my dream. I was
sitting on the beach arranging my mask,
getting myself ready for the plunge into
the underwater paradise. I couldn’t wait.

I jogged the short distance to the water
so the black sand could only slightly
scorch my feet. I slipped my camera
around my neck and put my hands in front
of my face in the dive position. I couldn’t
wait to see what was in an ocean with
such complimentary surroundings. I
closed my eyes and jumped.
Before I opened my eyes, my body
tickled from the excitement. I was
expecting to see tropical fish, bright pink
algae, and beautifully shaped volcanic
rocks. What I saw was more like a
Scattered on the ocean floor were
wrappers, shoes, metals and most of all,
plastic water bottles. What I thought
would look like "The Little Mermaid’s"
home, looked more like the back seat of
my car.
I think that we all are blinded by the
earth’s playground of beauty: the only
difference is we don’t get goggles to make
things clearer for us. We hear about the
statistics, and are warned about
environmental hazards but never really do
anything about them.
What I saw in the ocean that day was
an eyesore. The ocean surrounding
Santorini was simply the rug the

Fees leave no choice
Editor,

Under Republican governors, the cost of
an education at the California State
I Iniversity has gone up 271 percent OWN the
last ten years.
Now Governor Wilson wants to raise student fees again, this time by 40 percent.
Higher education is the key to a successful economy.
It appears that not only are the

Monika Jung is a Daily staff writer.

Republicans committed to taking away the
choice of abortion but their tuition raises will
take away the choice of higher education for
many Californians.
Phil Angel ides
Chair, California Democratic Party
We encourage your letters telling us what
you think about current issues affecting the
campus and community.
Write to the Forum editor at the Spartan

Daily, San Jose State University,
Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 or send send us a
fax at 924-3282.
Letters to the Editor should be typed,
double-spaced or neatly printed.
Submissions should be no longer than 200
words and must contain the author’s name,
phone number address, major (if a student)
and phone number

Correction
Ne to a photographer’s error in the Friday edition of the Daily the name of Russ Herrington was misspelled in a photo caption. Also
I lerrington’s activity was misidentified. Ile was performing a military press of 135 pounds.
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inhabitants swept all of their garbage
under. We see these same eyesores every
day, every hour, every minute in San Jose.
What is visible to all of us is disgusting,
but there is garbage in our environment
we can’t even see. Sure we can see the
trash on the sidewalks, rivers and
mountains but there are smaller particles
of trash we can’t see. These particles are
what we cat, breathe, drink and swim in.
This problem will only get worse.
According to the World Resources
Institute, over 76 million people live in
areas where the air exceeds the clean air
standard, the major cause being cars,
trucks and buses. This leads to such
problems as the greenhouse effect, acid
rain, ozone depletion and polluted ground
water to name a few.
We must get together as a nation and
try to solve these problems that aren’t
going away.
We spend millions of dollars each year
exploring space when we should come
back to Earth and solve the problems here
Let’s stop being blinded by what we are
doing to our "Mother Earth."
Let’s put our goggles on.
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Spring rush
information table, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., in
front of S.U., call 971-8111.
ASLS SPARTAEROBICS: Sign up
for SpartAembis, 8:30-4:30 p.m., A.S.
Business office, call 924-5960.
ASLS SPARTAEROBICS: Two
free intro aerobic classes, 5:30-6:30
p.m. and 7-8 p.m., Event Center
Aerobics Rm., call 924-5960.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 924-6033.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour, 1:30 p.m., BC 13, call

PHI CHI THETA: Meeting. 5 p.m.,
Pacheco Rio., call 363-1689.

924-6033.

S.U.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: OCl/Interview
Preparation, 3:30 pm., S.U. Almaden
Rm , call 924-6033.

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re-entry support group,
1030-1200 a.m., Administration Rm.
201, call 924-5939.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation.
11 a.m., S.U. Costanoan Rm., call 9246033.

Meeting,
12:30 p.m., ADM. 222b, call 2973555.
FRIENDS OF BILL W.:

GAMMA ZETA ALPHA
FRATERNITY: Rush information
table, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., in front of S.0 ,
call 287-5773.

raisoRi
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Spring rush
information table, 9 p.m. -5 p.m., in
front of S.U., call 971-8111.
ASLS SPARTAEROBIC.S: Sign up
for SpartAerobis, 830 a m.-4:30 p.m.,
A.S Business office, call 924-5960.

SJSU CONCERT CHOIR: Choir
auditions, MUS 262, call 924-4332.
SAFER: Weekly meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
Pacheco Room, Student Union, call
924-5468.

ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
"Coming out of your comfort zone", 7
p.m., S.U. Costanoan kin., call 2866427.

WOMANS RESOURCE
CENTER: Afro-Caribbean dance,
5:00-6:30 p.m., Guadelupe Room,
Student Union, call 924-6500.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career Resource
Center Tour. 1 p.m., BC 13. call 9246033.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
ruling declaring that California law prohibits job discrimination against
homosexuals was set aside Friday by
the state Supreme Court until the justices decide the scope of the right to
privacy.
The appeals court decision last
October also prohibited commonly
used psychological screening tests that
ask job applicants personal questions
about sexual orientation and religious
beliefs.
The Supreme Court, by a bare majority vote of four justices, granted
a hearing to the employer in the case
and ordered further action deferred.
The court’s action automatically
removes the appellate ruling from the
books and leaves the issues in the case
unresolved. Chief Justice Malcolm
Lucas and Justices Edward Panelli,
Armand Arabian and Marvin Baxter
voted to review the case.
It is not clear, however, whether the
court will rule on the gay-rights issue
or leave it for another case.
The appeal by the employer, the
Target Stores discount department
chain, focused on the psychological
testing issue and did not dispute or

even discuss the appeals court’s conclusion that job discrimination based
on sexual orientation is illegal.
The court could accept Target’s
argument that the questions themselves were not discriminatory and
avoid deciding whether discrimination
is illegal. The job-testing case apparently will depend on another case now
under review by the court, a challenge
to the NCAA’s mandatory drug-testing
of college athletes.
In that case, a suit by Stanford
University athletes, the court is likely
to decide whether the right to privacy
under the California Constitution protects individuals against intrusions by
private, non-government entities, and
what kind of justification is needed for
intrusions
Lower courts have ruled that the
state’s right to privacy, unlike its federal counterpart, applies to private as
well as government intrusions. Those
answers presumably would determine
the coun’s review of the psychological
questionnaire used by Target Stores for
applicants for security guard jobs.
The questions, taken from widely
used commercial personality-profile
tests, included true-false statements

Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity offers a no pledging
program, a firm commitment to scholastics, and a balance of
social events. Ultimately offering a person a lifetime
friendships.
We would like to cordially invite you to attend our
first meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 4 at 9:00 pm in the Almaden
Room - Student Union. For further information, please
contact David Quinn, President at 261-0173.

such as "I am very strongly attracted
by members of my own sex," and, for
male applicants, "I have often wished I
were a girl." Religiously oriented
questions included, "I feel sure that
there is only one true religion," and "I
believe in the second coming of
Christ."
The answers to those and 700 other
questions were sent to the testing company, which evaluated applicants for
such traits as emotional stability and
reliability.
Store officials said they were not
shown the answers and did’t ask applicants about their sexual orientation or
religious beliefs. But the 1st District
Court of Appeal had ruled that questions on the tests invaded the applicants’ privacy without any proven connection to job performance.
In addition, said Justice Timothy
Reardon in the 3-0 ruling, some of the

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: On -Campus
Interview Orientation. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 924.603:3
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Resume I, 1230
p.m., S.U. Almaden, call 924-6033.

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re-entry support
group. 5:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m., cafeteria
near the Sweet Shoppe, call 924-5939.

CSU TRUSTEE: Open forum,
1105-11:50 a.m. and 12:05-12:50
p.m., A.S. Council Chambers, call 9246200.

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re entry support
group, noon- l :30, ADM 201. call 9245930.

GAMMA ZETA ALPHA
FRATERNITY: Rush information
table, 9 a.m.-3 pm.. in front of S U.,
call 287-5773.

SJSU PRO CHOICE
STUDENTS: Meeting. noon -2 p.m..
S.II. Guadalupe Rm., call 924-6500.

HUMAN RESOURCE CLUB:
Meeting, 5-6 p.m.. S II Almaden Rm..
call 867-0841.

questions discriminated illegally by
forcing an applicant to disclose, or
conceal, sexual orientation.
State laws "prohibit a private
employer from discriminating against
an employee on the basis of his or her
sexual orientation," Reardon wrote.
No court in the state had ever said
that before. A 1979 state Supreme
Court ruling, cited by Reardon, had
been generally interpreted to outlaw
discrimination by government agencies or public utilities against gay
employees.
The court in that case said a declaration of homsexuality was part of the
political movement for gay rights,
which is protected from job discrimination under state law. Reardon also
said some of the questions violated
state laws against religious discrimination.
When Gov, Pete Wilson vetoed a

SKI CLUB: Meeting. 7 p.m.. upstairs
S.U., call 281-1938.

bill in September that would have
expressly forbidden job discrimination
against homosexuals, he said it was
unnecessary because discrimination
was already illegal, a position disputed
by most gay-rights advocates.
Saying the October appellate ruling
proved his point, Wilson ordered the
state Department of Industrial
Relations to start accepting discrimination complaints based on sexual orientation.
Target Stores’ appeal of the ruling
said there was no evidence that any of
the questions caused discrimination
against applicants. The stores’ lawyers
also said employers should have leeway in screening job applicants.
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ORDER OF OMEGA: Meeting. II)
p.m., S U. Pancheco Rm., call 998
2570.

a s set aside

California law urotectin

Irfr.,

VRESIDENT ADVISOR POSITIONS.
APPL/CAT/ONS ARE AVAILABLE /N THE
UHS OFFICE LOCATED ON THE GROUND FLOOR
OF JOE WEST HALL. FOR DETAILED INFO-ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
FEB 3,5, OR /2 IN THE STUDENT UNION AT IPH

APPLICAI IONS ARE DUE FEB. 1q, 1992

600 660 660

Read the
Daily ...
Then
Recycle it

We can help
you find

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE

NEED A JOB’

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND FALL
TAKE THE PLUNGE AND CONTACT
UNIVERSITY HOUSINC SERVICES A7 921-6/60
ip!
0 FOR INFO ON SUMMER CONFERENCE AND

Eves7 Student is Eligible
for inaticial Aid
*Comprehensive Database - Over 200,000 listings representing
over $10 billion in private sector financial aid.
*Specialized Awards - Tell us about your academic interests.
heritage, hobbies, career plans, etc. and we match you with
appropriate funding sources. (undergraduate and graduate)
*Money is Available - regardless of grades or parental income
*Guarantee - If you don’t qualify for one of the sources we find
for you, we will refund our fee.

For more information and our FREE brochure, call:
(408) 255-1869
or write to; College Scholarship Finders
19672 Stevens Creek Blvd, Ste 118, Cupertino, CA

95014

Don’t follow a standard - set it!

CX

PHI CHI THETA
Co ed Economics & Business Fraternity

Now Accepting
Applications For New Pledges!
Become familiar with the Professional World through:
Speaker Meetings
Workshops
Internships
Networking
Leadership Training
Business Luncheons
First meeting Feb. 3rd, 5pm, Pacheco Room
For More Information Call 363-1689

A

emtga

A National Co-ed Service Fraternity
trevitez you to

Spallaia 4f, Ruch
January 29 - February 4
!Come see us at the Student Unfurl
Informational Meetings
January 31 B.C. 110 0 6 p.m.
Pachuco R111
0 6 p.m.
February 5
Student Union
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INSTANT
ANALYSIS OF S
REAL TEST
QUESTIONS &
AN INSIDER’S
ADMISSIONS GUIDE

INSTANT M
ANALYSIS OF
TEST QUESTIONS,
PREP STRATEGIES
& AN INSIDER’S

A
GMAT MCAT
ADMISSIONS GUIDE
BY KAPLAN’S
DYNAMIC TEACIIERS

STRATEGY
NIGHT!

ISTRATEGY
NIGHT!

1

San Jose
Mon, Feb 3, 8pm
Call to reserve your seat!

1-800-KAP-TEST
Ask about our "Instant" discount.

KAPLAN

3

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.
MATH AND (S CLUB: Meeting.
3-3:30 p.m., MII 324, call 924-5133.
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T

Santa Cruz, Wed, Jan 15, 6pm
Palo Alto, Mon, Jan 27, 6pm
Berkeley, Tue, Jan 28, 6pm
Davis, Wed, Jan 29, 8pm
San Francisco, Thurs, Jan 30, 8pm
San Jose, Mon, Feb 3, 6pm
Call to reserve your seat!

14300KAP4EST
Ask about our "Instant" discount.

KAPLAN
4,
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SJSU Judo team goes for the gold in 1992
By Faye Welk
Daily staff writer

Tammy Hensley grasped the lapel
and sleeve of her judo practice partner,
thrust her laxly against his, unbalanced
him with her leg, and threw him to the
red and green mat of Men’s Gym 202.
Sandy Bacher demonstrated a three.
move, push-pull maneuver that landed
her SJSU judo teammate on the floor.
Hensley and Bacher rank first and
second respectively in their under 72 kilogram (under 158 pounds) weight
class.
They compete for SJSU’s judo
team, which was first in the nation this
year and for 27 of the past 30 years.
Both started judo as children and practice the sport for pleasure. Close
friends, they will fight each other Feb.
8 in Colorado Springs and the
Olympic trials. The winner goes to
Barcelona this summer.
"No matter what, an SJSU woman
will be on the Olympic team," said
Bacher after a recent practice session.
"Whoever wins Feb. 8 is on the
Olympic team, and whoever loses is
the first alternate"
"SJSU is known all over the world
for judo," said Bacher who competed
at the University of Washington before
uansferring to SIMI. "’this team is of
international caliber. SJSU has very
traditional judo. That’s one of the reasons I came here."
At the preliminary trials Jan. 11 in
Colorado Springs, SJSU graduate
Mike Swain in the 71 kg. (under 156
pounds) weight class and senior Joe
Wanag in the 86 kg. (under 189
pounds) weight class secured places
on the Olympic Team.
Bacher won a judge’s decision and
Hensley lost her match. Had Hensley
won, she would be on the team and
would not have to return to Colorado
Springs Feb. 8.
"In Colorado Springs I wasn’t mentally prepared" Hensley said. "1 was
leading and kept on attacking too
aggressively. I got thrown and pinned.
I frmked. I hadn’t been in that position
before. I did not consider my opponent’s attack threatening," she said. "I
was taken by surprise."
In judo, a woman must compete in

three lout -minute scts against Itci
opponent and win two of the three.
Judo artists win a match with a
throw, a pin to the mat, a choke, or a
lock hold on the arm joint that forces
the opponent to yield the match,
Bacher said.
"You try to throw (opponents) on
their back with speed, force and control," Bacher said. "If any element is
missing, you would not win:’
If all three elements are present, it
is called "Ippon," and it is a victory
regardless of whether the four minutes
are up.
Competitors subjected to the choke
hold often pass out unless they tap
their opponent’s arm indicating submission. But judo is not dangerous,
according to Bacher.
"They choke each other out all the
time over here," she said, referring to
Men’s Gym 202. "It’s really not dangerous at all. It’s not like they hit their
head on the floor and pass out."
"Judo is both a sport and an art,"
Bacher said. "I did not go into it for
self-defense. My cousin brought my
brother to practice and I went to the
next practice. I was 14."
Hensley’s sisters introduced her to
judo, she said. "My cousins were in it.
I started when I was 9."
Judo is a "specialized form of
unarmed self-defense" culled from the
older, more violent martial art of jujitsu, according to the 1990 Collier’s
Encyclopedia. Jujitsu was developed
in the 12th century by Chinese monks
"whose religion forbade the use of
arms," and introduced at the same time
into Japan whose Samurai warriors
used it.
The sport Hensley and Bacher
practice was refined in the 19th century by a Tokyo professor named Jigoro
Kano. Ile named his new sport "ju-do"
or "gentle-way." Japanese inunigrants
imported it to the United States.
"Judo is supposed to be for the
smaller man," said Miki Masudo,
SJSU team manager. "You are using
opponents’ weight to throw them."
There were not always weight divisions, she said, and smaller people
with good technique could defeat
heavier competitors.

Scott Sady - Daily staff plootugtepher

LLiLico Ogasawava struggles with a student at judo practice
Now there are seven specific
weight divisions ranging from under
99 pounds to over 158 pounds for
women and from under 121 pounds to
over 209 pounds for men. Both men
and women may also compete in open
competition with no weight restrictions.
SJSU’s team has consistently won
in both national and international competition. Wanag, now on the United
States Olympic team ,won the world
collegiate championship in December

1990. In August 1991, Wanag won the
Pan American Games. Dan Ilatano
won third in a different weight division. Tammy Hensley and Liliko
Ogasawara won third in different
weight groups at the Pan-American
Games.
Wanag was second at the 1991
World Championships.
Eight team members placed in the
U.S. Olympic Sports Festival in Los
Angeles in July 1991. Swain, now on
the Olympic team, finished first. Dan

Scott Sady

Hatano, Olympic first alternate in the
same weight class, won second.
Swain also finished first at the 1991
Pacific Rim Championships. Chie
Swain, his wife, also on SJSU’s judo
team, will represent Brazil at the
Olympics.
Adding an edge to the competition
Feb. 8 between Hensley and Bacher is
the fact that women’s judo is an
Olympic event for the first time this
year.
"We know how hard it is to train

for the Olympics," said Bacher who
defeated Hensley in their last competition. "If I never make it to the
Olympics, I will never regret doing
judo, just because you get so much out
of it."
"We’re both good friends," Bacher
said. "One of us has to beat the other
for the Olympic spot."
"We’re both putting our hearts into
it," Hensley said. "It’s my dream. It’s
her dream, too. We’re going to fight it

Daily staff photographer

Sandy Bacher practices her throwing techniques during judo practice

Right: Beginning judo
student takes a break
during workout
Bottom: SJSU judo team
bow to their instructors
it
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Fee hike sets off
student protest

GO FOR THE JUGGLER

Cal students
try to storm
library
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)
Shouting "let us in," about 100
lJniversity of California students
marched on the school library in a
fee hike protest Friday, but police
got there before them and blocked
the doors.
The students had hoped to take
over the Moffitt Undergraduate
Library Friday in protest of Gov.
Pete Wilson’s proposed cuts in
education. But after they were
unable to get past campus police
in riot gear, about 50 sat on the
ground and said they would stay
there until they were allowed in.
By mid-afternoon, students
were approaching the library
doors singly and trying to get in,
but failing,
One of those turned away at
the door was junior Lisa
DeSanctis.
"I’m not poor enough to
receive financial aid and not
wealthy enoush to come to school
with the fee increase," said the
junior. "I’m very disappointed."
Students want affordable, quality education, no cuts in social services, and an increase in library
funding.
They are angry about a possible $550 extra a year in fees, a 22
percent increase, which follows
last year’s 36 percent fee increase.
"I’m just so sick of local goverriments and national governments always putting education
on the back burner. I don’t know
what it’s going to take for them to

Marne Rowland - Daily staff photographer

Members of the SJSU Juggling Club Craig Hamilton, math
graduate student, Brian Garcia, industrial technology

5

junior, and Sean Kramer, junior English major, take time
out from classes to perfect their juggling techniques

realize we’re the future," said 18 year-old Sang Han, a sophomore.
"I can’t afford the fee hikes I
work two jobs and I’m a full time
student and 1 can’t even get in the
library," said 23-year-old junior
Louis Robinson.
The students had said they
would occupy the Moffitt
Undergraduate Library until their
demands were met.
Budget cuts have forced a
reduction in library hours and staff
and public access to the library
has been cut off.
After they thwarted by locked
doors, protesters pulled out their
student ID cards and waved them
in the air, banging on doors and
yelling, "We want to study, let us
in."
Students locked in on the
inside banged on the doors in support.
School spokesman Jesus Mena
said authorities decided against
letting the protesters into the
library because it would be too
disruptive.
In a related protest five students began a hunger strike
Monday demanding that the UC
Board of Regents rescind their
proposed 22 percent fee hike.
Striker Len Luna said she was
prepared to strike "as long as it
takes." Luna said she already
works fulltime and carries a full
load of classes but probably
would not be able to return to
school if the increase is implemented.
UC Berkeley Chancellor
Chang-Lin Tien said he will give
$200,000 of his discretionary
funds to low- and middle- income
students to help cover the fee
increase.

Fee payment via ATMs on horizon at SJSU
Study indicates alcoholi cs extend
life expectancy through abstinence
By Angela Hill

Daily executive editor

CHICAGO (AP) Most alcoholics who sober up can beat the
odds of an early death virtually
completely, even after 15 or 20
years of hard drinking, researchers
said Friday.
"We need to try to really hard to
get alcoholics into treatment and to
quit" said Dr. Igor Grant, a psychiatry professor at the University of
California, San Diego.
"And alcoholics can be encouraged to never give up that no
matter how much drinking they’ve
done they can make up some of it if
they quit," he said.
His study of 199 male alcoholics
ranging in age from their 20s to
their 60s found that those who quit
drinking reduced their death rate to
as low as that of non-alcoholics over
the next one to 11 years.
Ninety-eight of the alcoholics
stayed sober the whole time they
were followed. Their death rate during the study period was almost the
same as that of men of the same age
in the general population.
But the 101 who relapsed died at
five times that rate, the study found.
The study was funded by the
Department of Veterans Affairs. It
will be published in next
Wednesday’s Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Subjects excluded women
because research was funded by the
VA, and the vast majority of veterans are men, Grant said.
"We couldn’t get enough women
veterans to make sense of the data,"
he said, adding his findings are likely applicable to women and previous
research among female alcoholics
has suggested as much.
Research has shown that alcoholics who continue drinking die 10
to 15 years prematurely, and that
those who quit drinking extend their
life expectancies. Grant said his
study was the first to show the
length of that extension.
"There has been a lot of argument about whether complications
of alcoholism are reversible," said
Dr. John T. Sullivan, an expert on
chemical dependence at Francis
Scott Key Medical Center in
Baltimore. "This data suggests most
are reversible."
Grant said an alcoholic who quits
drinking reduces his risk of early
death as much as a smoker who
quits smoking. Other studies show
quitting smoking reduces a smoker’s
risk of premature death gradually, to
virtually the same as that of a lifetime non-smoker.
The study began in 1976 and
ended in 1987. Subjects were

enrolled each year in that span, so
subjects who were enrolled at the
end of that period were followed up
for less time than those who were
enrolled earlier.
The study excluded alcoholics
who had already developed medical
problems such as cirrhosis of the
liver, panaratitis and brain atrophy
_ all life-shortening complications
of alcoholism, said Grant, a staff
psychiatrist at the Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in San Diego.
Subjects also were not followed
long enough to observe whether the
death rates differed between recovered alcoholics and non-alcoholics
past age 70, "but I wouldn’t expect
to see it," he said.
Alcoholics in the study had
drunk at least 80 grams of ethanol
the equivalent of 5 beers, glasses
of wine or shots of hard liquor
per day for at least five years. Some
had drunk that much daily for 20
years, Grant said.
All had suffered drinking-related
job problems, family problems,
career problems or medical problems.
Among the relapsed alcoholics,
19 deaths occurred, compared with
four among the sober alcoholics,
and 3.83 predicted in the general
population, the researchers said.

Even though fax machines, electronic mail and cellular phones are
commonplace amenities, paying student fees by ATM card is still more
than a year away.
SJSU’s Business and Financial
Services Office is currently researching ATM hook-ups. Students have
asked for easier ways to pay fees since
the option of paying by bank credit
cards was discontinued in 1991.
"This would make it like ’one-stop
shopping’ for students" said Connie
Sauer, assistant executive vice president of the financial office.
"Students will be able to pick up a
phone 24 hours a day or use a kiosk
somewhere on campus to get information on their accounts and pay their
fees at the same time," she said.
With the previous option of using
major credit cards like MasterCard
and Visa, the university was charged a
percentage-based fee per card usage.
"We were paying up to $100,000 a
year in fees" said Interim President J.
Handel Evans. "Los Angeles was paying about $200,000 each time. It adds
up to a lot of money that could be
used elsewhere in the CSU system."
But students will still have to pay
by check or cash for quite some time.
"We’re looking lust at the technology" said Leland Vandiver, assistant
executive vice president of information systems and computing.
"We’ve got a couple of prototypes
going up in the next year," he said.

Officer convicted, fined for soliciting sex
through phone survey on Army base
An
FOR1 RUCKER, Ala. (Al’)
Army helicopter pilot has been conadultery
of
charges
victed on military
and of soliciting sex while conducting
a telephone survey of women around
Fort Rucker.
Chief Warrant Officer Garland T.
Sullivan, 39, also was convicted
Thursday on military charges of
sodomy with a woman other than his
spouse and conduct unbecoming an
officer.
Sullivan, who is married, testified
the phone survey was legitimate and
that national magazines were interested in its results for an article about
military wives, possibly tided:"What I
Did During the War"
The military judge, U. Col. Keith
H. Hodges, said it appeared Sullivan
was "trying to pick up girls and entice
them into phone sex, and if he happened to do a survey and net some
monetary gain, then that was OK,
too."
Hodges sentenced Sullivan to four
months in a military prison, fined him
$2,000 and ordered him discharged
from the service when his sentence is
completed. Sullivan has more than 18
years in the service.
Sullivan, whose conviction and
sentence automatically go to Fort

Rucker’s commanding general for
review, could have received more than
six years in prison.
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Associated Audente Ipisulb services
2 free Aerobics classes

Barcelona
$299*
Washington DC
London
San loss CI
Tokyo
Caracas
Auckland

$143**
$225.
$W*
$270"
$305*
$311)

Faies from Sol lose ’gems se each wiry
from Sen Francisco based on a roundel:,
purchase Some restriction apply Teses not
included CM for other worldwide destine-

Council ’Brava
312 Sutter St. Suite 407
San Francisco, CA 94108

415-421-3473

Tonight!
5:30 - 6:30 pm and 7:00 - 8:00
Event Center Aerobics Room
Get a feel for all of our classes
Meet our instructors
First 75 people to register for a
Spa rtAerobics class (6:00-830)
will get a FREE water bottle!
92405960 for more information.
funded by Associated Students

"We’ve got the technology of getting
information to students now. The second phase is lobe able to do financial
transactions"
When the system is implemented.

Vandiver said it will be as easy as
going to the supermarket and buying
groceries.
"We’ll be able to get it down to 10
cents a transaction." he said.

ism
I 10% Off On All Columbia"l
Sports Wear
Ray
Ban Sunglasses
And
I
(w/coupon)
Telluride Ski Parka

Only 69.95

I

C

Travel packs
* Lowe
Jan Sport
* MEI
Back packs
*Jan Sport
" Caribou
Eagle Creek

M Backpacking

481 E. San Carlos St. (between 10th Er 11th)
297-9777
LExp. 2/29/92

College students:
Consider a one year sabbaticaL
CUSTOMER REIATIONS INTERNSHIP
Apple Computer invites you to pin us and explore a unique learning opportunity.
You’ll participate in a hands-on lesson plan which will give you a chance to
experience life after school. Introducing the Apple Customer Assistance Center
internship, a full-time, paid, 9 month to 1 year position.
Qualified candidates will be Phone Representatives for Apples Customer Assistance
Center’s 800 You’ll learn about our prcducts, programs, and policies. You’ll
also improve your professional communication skills and work with a
highly motivated, energetic team.
In order to qualify, you must be working on your undergraduate or graduate degree.
Recommended studies of concentration are: Communications, Business, Marketing,
or Public Relations A good technical understanding of the Apple Computer
product family is also required, as are accurate typing abilities and
excellent written/verbal communication skills.
For more information, please ask to speak with Steve Maisel when you call
013/716-2333. You may apply before March 15, 1992 by sending your resume to:
Apple Computer, Inc., Apple Customer Assistance Center, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
MS 731’. Cupertino, CA 95014. Or FAX to 408/974-9974.
Apple Computer has a corporate commitment to the prindpk of diversity. In dut
spirit. we welcome applications from all Individuals. Women, minorities. ertrrans
and disabled individuals art encouraged to apply.

The power to be your best.’
01992 Apple tomputtI,, Appit d the tppk kfto AR reputed fradt.& a Appk
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Fullerton prevails
By Jim Silva
Daily nett wnter

SIM I !lead Basketball Coach Stan
Morrison’s eyes scanned the game’s
statistics sheet looking for some positive signs. Ile didn’t find many.
Morrison had just watched his
team be out-scored, out -rebounded

and out -manned m a 76-64 loss to
California State University, Fullerton.
The game Thursday night wasn’t as
close as the final score indicated.
Despite SJSU’s poor record,
Fullerton came out with intensity.
Than Head Coach John Sneed said he
made sure his team didn’t overlook the
Spartans."San Jose has played well on

Vella& Nurse
titan

rographer

Daily 1

Bruce &men (right) blocks Spartan Daryl Scott I hursday

given nights and we didn’t want to
take them for granted," Sneed said.
Fullerton’s high-pressure trapping
defense caused several early Spartan
turnovers. The Titans capitalized by
jumping out to a 14-3 lead five minutes into the game. They never looked
back.
With a mix of inside power and
outside shooting, Fullerton cruised to a
37-19 halftime lead and held a 20point lead for most of the game. SJSU
made a late run with a trio of threepoint field goals in the ast two and a
half minutes to come within 10, but it
was too little, too late.
The Spartan offense didn’t reach
double figures until 12 minutes into
the first half. SJSU out-shot Fullerton
51 percent to 44 percent, but turned
the ball over 23 times.
Without the threat of any SJSU
outside shooting, the Titans packed in
their 2-3 zone defense, leaving the
Spartans unable to get the ball inside.
Without anyone willing to drive to
the basket Of take the outside shot, the
Spartan offense looked timid, lethargic
and without a sense of urgency.
"I didn’t think there was any cleverness in our attack," Morrison said.
"We didn’t show any aggressiveness."
Fullerton was led by 6-foot-6, 280pound senior forward Agee Ward. The
Spartans couldn’t stop Ward’s inside
strength and sharp post-moves. He had
23 points and nine rebounds in 32
minutes of play despite getting double-teamed by MU% interior defense.
"Agee Ward is really an outstanding player" Morrison said. "We didn’t
defense him very well."The Titan’s
outside attack came mainly from
senior guard Joe Small. Small had 17
points on 4-for-7 shooting and hit all
three of his three-point attempts.
Junior guard and team leader Terry
Cannon had a tough night, scoring just
two points and turning the ball over
six times in 22 minutes. Andrew
Gardiner led SJSU with 13 points in
one of the few good performances by
a Spartan. Morrison was happy with
the performance of junior guard Joe
Frenchwood, who shot 3-for-3 from
the three-point range and finished with
11 points. Kevin Logan led the team in
rebounding with nine and scored 11
points.
Next for the Spartans is the
University of the Pacific Tigers on
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Event Center.
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Spartans fall to 0-5
Dail) staff report
The women’s basketball team
continued its losing streak Thursday
by falling to California State
University, Fullerton, 83-76.
The Spartans’ record now stands
at 0-5 in the Big West Conference
and 1-13 overall.
SJSU stayed close throughout
the first half and trailed the litans
by one at halftime.
Cal State Fullerton, which is 3-5
in conference play and 8-9 overall,
led 33-32 at the half.
Last season, Cal State Fullerton
finished third in the Big West. The
Titans have three returning starters
from their roster last season. In addition, they still have five of their top
eight players.
’Ihe SJSU scoring drive was led
by the play of center Tricia
Montgomery, who had 17 points in
the game.
Guard Sherry Yudt added 15
more to the Spartans’ drive.
Forwards Pam Pember and
Sheila Dawkins Daily staff photographer
Hulett Brooks both scored 15 points Cal State Fullerton makes a steal against the Spartans Thursday
against the Titans. Several SJSU
players split the remaining 12 points scoring drive with 32 and 27 points, play Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Event Center.
among them.
respectively.
The Spartans then go on the road
Two Titans scored 59 of Cal
Guard Cheryl Hightower added
and travel to Hawaii for a two-game
State Fullerton’s final 86 score. nine more.
Guard Joey Ray and forward
SJSU meets University of the series with the Rainbow Wahines.
Claudette Jackson headed the Titans Pacific in Big West Conference

Horgan leads at Pebble Beach
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP)
PH. Horgan III may have received
some help from on high in a round of
70 that lifted him into a share of the
second -round lead Friday at the
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am.
Immediately after making his first
bogey of the tournament on the 10th
hole at Spyglass Hill, Horgan grumbled to his amateur partner
"Now I really need a birdie or two
_right now."
"Perhaps I’ll have a word with The
Man Upstairs," responded the amateur,
William Swing, the Episcopal
Archbishop of San Francisco.
Horgan birdied the next hole and
went on to tie for the 36-hole lead with
Bob Lohr at 136, eight under par.
Tofu moved up with a 5-under-par

67 at Pebble Beach, one 01 three
Monterey Peninsula courses used for
the first three rounds of this slow-moving, celebrity-laden event.
Horgan, a 30-year-old retread from
the Ben Hogan Tour, said it took his
foursome almost six hours to complete
play in chilly, windy weather.
"Patience is probably the most
important ingredient here," said
Horgan, a member of the exclusive
Newport Country Club in Rhode
Island.
In addition to the very slow pace of
play, Horgan cited "playing three different, very difficult courses; and playing with an amateur I don’t mean
that in a negative way, but you’re lining up his putts, too, so you’re really
playing two balls.

"For those three reasons, this is a
very difficult tournament to play; a
very difficult tournament to win"
But the lessons learned on the Ben
Hogan Tour last year should serve him
in good stead. Horgan said.
After two years of struggle on the
regular tour, Horgan a year ago went
from this event to the Hogan tour and
immediately won the first of his two
tournaments on the minor league circuit.
"The Hogan tour was very important for me," he said. "I learned how to
win. Learning how to win anywhere is
important"
Can he now win here, in one of the
tour’s most prestigious events?
He paused for a moment before
responding: "Yeah, I think so."

while the getting
back’s good!

$

Thrlock

* Return fare any day
on any of 3 daily roundt rips
aboard either Amtrak’s
new "Capitols" service or
Amtrak’s "San Joaquins"
service. Relief from driving
stress & relief from budget
stress this is as good
as it gets!

Merced
Salim,

Niont..,

Madera
Fresno
Hanford
Corcoran
Wasco

17apitols"&"San.loaquin
*60 Bus feeders

Bakersfield

Now take Amtrak’s "Capitols" or "San Joaquins"
to your destination for the regular fare, and your
return trip is only $1.11-avel between San Francisco
and Sacramento for just $17 roundtrip. or between San
Francisco and Fresno for just $40 roundtrip.
$1 return fare is good any day aboard Amtrak,

including special Amtrak bus connections serving
such cities as Reno, Redding, Chico and Monterey
See your travel agent or call Amtrak at
1-800-USA-RAIL for details.
Amtrak Stations: San Francisco: rfransbay
Thrminal, 425 Mission Street; Oakland: 17th & Wood

Streets; San Jose: 65 Cahill Street; Berkeley: :3rd
at University Avenue; Richmond: BART Station.
16th & McDonald; Martinez: 401 Ferry Street
Antioch-Pittsburg: "I" Street at Santa Fe tracks,
Antioch; Suisun-Fairfield: Main R, Deverston,
Suisun City.

Amtrak’s New One-Way Plus $1 Return Fare. 1717
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Microsoft salesman pointed out, as
he showed me the new Windows
NT. Windows NT will be released
later this year.
With Windows NT, Microsoft
started from the ground up. After
my first try with it, I’m convinced
that Microsoft has an impressive
new operating system. To start, it is
a true multi -tasking system which,
unlike the Macintosh, means that the
computer can actually run several
things at once in separate windows.
The Macintosh can really only
switch between applications, but
does do some basic multi-tasking.
The new Windows is also much
faster because it doesn’t have to ask
DOS to do intermediate work.
thing that impressed me the
The
most about the new Windows
operating systems was the
built-in protection against crashes.
Macintosh users, and really all
computer users, are familiar with
crashes which happen because of a
"bug" left in the software. When
there is a crash on a Macintosh,
users generally have to shut off the
machine and start over. Generally
the same was true on Windows or
DOS applications as well. Not
anymore.
With the new Windows 3.1 or NT
all you have to do is quit the
application and restart only the
application that crashed. That
protects users who have several
applications open at once. That’s
really the nice thing about GUI’s.
You can have an art program
running in one window, a word
processor in another and soon you
will be able to have CNN playing in
a third window.
Right now if an application
crashed on my System 7 Macintosh
everything would stop working and
if I really had CNN in a window on
my screen I would miss about three
minutes of President Bush’s State of
the Union address. With Microsoft
Windows 3.1 or NT, if an
application crashes the only thing

that would stop working is that
application. CNN would still be
running in a separate window.
Apple, are you listening?
All of the neat features
notwithstanding, there are several
problems with the GUI mess. There
are too many GUIs for users to
choose from and there are going to
be several more by the end of 1993.
During the Windows conference at
the McEnery Convention Center,
there was a little uncertainty in the
air. That’s because show -goers not
only had to deal with trying to learn
the differences between the two new
Windows systems, but they also had
to deal with trying to learn the new
OS -2 operating system. (I don’t
make up this "alphabet soup.") Of
course, there still is the Macintosh
and a few other systems like the
NeXT and Amiga.
Users were also wondering what
the new Apple-IBM alliance will
bring to the market. All of the
different choices made users scared
of buying IBM’s new system which
was making the Microsoft folks very
happy.
s always, you may reach me
electronically on the Prodigy
service (NTSR12A). I’m also
on America On Line
(ROBERT4018). You may get the
FAX to me at 924-3282 or leave a
message at the Daily at 924-3280.
I’m starting up a Macintosh
Users Group in late February. Watch
SpartaGuide or this column for
more information. Call me if you
are interested. I’m also looking for
Windows or NeXT freaks to start
their own groups and will help get
those started as well, if there is
interest.

ROCKVILLE, Md. (AP) Marketing of female condoms should
be allowed in the United States if the
maker provides further information
supporting its claims of effectiveness,
a federal advisory panel said Friday.
The panel’s recommendation to the
Food and Drug Administration is not
binding, but the agency usually follows the advice of such bodies.
Friday’s vote was unanimous.
The FDA staff and the 14 experts
on the panel indicated they were troubled by some aspects of the company’s application. Specifically, they said
the company’s data did not support
claims that the condom prevents the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases
and did not provide enough statistical
basis for calculating effectiveness in
preventing pregnancy.
But the company said afterward
that studies required by the panel
should be finished by summer and if
nothing goes wrong the condoms
could start appearing on store shelves
by fall or the end of the year. They
would be available without prescriptions.
"We don’t see this as a big
delay,"said Mary Ann Leeper, who
heads development of the product for
its U.S. manufacturer, Wisconsin
Phannacal Co.
Earlier, during a daylong hearing,
women’s advocates pleaded for government approval of the female version of the condom, saying it would
give women control they need to pro-

tect against pregnancy and disease
The condoms, which would sell for
$2.25 each, already have been
approved for use in Switzerland and
will be sold in France and England
later this year.
"It’s been known that contraceptives that are under the use of women
are more effective because they are
used," said Dr. Mary E. Guinan of the
federal Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
Ms. Guinan told the panel the
device would for the first time give
women the power to protect themselves against sexually uansrnitted diseases, including AIDS.
"The women who are most at risk
do not have the power to protect themselves," she said. "They do not have
the power to negotiate condom use."
Concha Orozco, who spoke for a
Hispanic health organization agreed.
"Think about what this represents to
people who don’t have a lot of power,"
she told the panel.
While the panel’s job was whether
to recommend the device as safe and
effective, others who spoke on Friday
brought up another possible problem:
Its acceptance.
Ms. Orozco told the panel that the
questions people want answered are:
"How is it going to enhance my pleasure? How is it not going to enhance
my pleasure?" She said, "Those are
issues that are important."
And Sabrina Sojourner, representing the Women of Color Partnership

ANNOUNCEMENTS
40050. FT. OFTICE SPACE
in beautiful Victorian near
campus. $450./mo. 297-2960.
VALENTINE BALLOON BOUQUET
Delivered to your sweetheart on
campus or nearby Only $22.95.
Call Mike at 408 983-2208 now!
8100.00 REWARD for Information
leading to witness of the fact that
Bltmpes. 80 E. San Carlos St. had
streetwde seating on or around Oct.
Y. 1989 Please call 707-544-1149
or 415.924-7909
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Community Friend. providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness Great
experence for psych. majors
We train (408)436-0606
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gifts
463 So Bascom Ave
San lose, CA. 95128
2794342.
ENERGETIC A socially conscious?
Get invoked. Were you in Key Club
in high school? We’re forming a
Circle I( Club at SISU. If you want
to be a founding member,
call 924.5945.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
arays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
AS. Office or
Cell 800.6583225.
RACQUETBALL
PARTNERS WANTED
Novice and 0 Level. Call Deed11: 2463688 or W: 764.2640:

MEDFORD, Ore. (AP) - A judge
gave a light sentence to a couple who
grew marijuana for cancer and AIDS
patients, agreeing with their argument
that they were only trying to ease people’s suffering,
Judge Loren Sawyer of Jackson
County Circuit Court on Wednesday
sentenced Sharon Place to 80 hours of
community service and her husband,
Frank, to 40 hours. He rejected the
district attorney’s plea for six-month
jail terms.
Sawyer said he was satisfied the
Places were telling the truth about

AUTOMOTIVE
HONDA ELITE 160
Commutirs easy
$1500 or best offer
Cell Kirk 978-2938

Program, said what to call the device
is also an issue.
The company plans to market it
under the brand name "Reality," but
generically it is referred to as the
"vaginal pouch."
Not an attractive thought, says Ms.
Sojourner.
"Vaginal’ is too clinical," she told
the panel. "’Pouch’ made women feel
as if they were being related to kangaroos and marsupials, one more time
being regarded as vessels, or that they
were being told they were ’big’
inside."
The device is intended for one-time
use, but Ms. Sojourner said even that
needs to be clarified.
"Are we talking about one night of
sex or one ejaculation," she said.
The female condom is an adaptation of the one for men. It is a seveninch tube with flexible rings at both
ends. The inner ring fits behind the
woman’s pubic bone, and the outer
ring remains outside her body.
The company says this device is
better than the latex ones used by men
because it is made of polyurethane and
is less likely to break or leak.
Although everyone in the room at
Friday’s meeting was an adult, just
talking about this subject makes some
people nervous.
Many of them squirmed in their
seats as a company expert demonstrated how the condom worked by clamping it in her fist and sliding her fingers
into it.

growing the marijuana solely to give
away to people who were dying.
The judge said he checked with
oncologists to confirm it was difficult
for patients to get marijuana legally
before handing down the sentence.
Doctors can prescribe marijuana
legally to ease nausea, but a
spokesman for Rogue Valley Medical
Center in Medford said it is rarely
offered, because other drugs do a better job.
Last May, police found 64 marijuana plants and dried marijuana in the
Places’ rented home in the southern

Oregon town of White City.
Sharon Place, 34, said she smoked
marijuana as a teen-ager, but has since
given it up. The marijuana the police
found was grown to control the intense
nausea suffered by people getting
chemotherapy, she said.
"Cancer patients vomit until they
are physically wracked," she said.
"But with marijuana, the symptoms
subside completely, or at least dissipate to the point where they’re sailslied. It also restores their appetite."
"I don’t feel like I did anything
wrong or bad only illegal," she said.

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
FEM. PREF, SHARE 288./211A
AFFORDASLE EXPERIENCED
$10.64/NR. TEACHER LATCHKEY 2 RMS. FOR RENT. 6300. EACH
All subjects Paper, thesis
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
wordprocessing’ Term papers
program near S1SU, 11:30-6. Reg. utilities. Near school, off 280 & Willow Glen condo. W, 0, D/W. pool
your wordprocessing woes’
reports, group papers, resumes,
development assistance
.1 spa. $350. incl. tart.
choldrens center permit req. Start Race. For more info. cell 2944182.
Qualified writers
Reasonable rates
letters, theses. laserprinter.
8 mm to S1SU. 297-5031.
2/3/92. Call 971-0888 a 218.
Editing Resumes
Evenings and weekends
ROOM 4 RENT. 10 min. from SJSU.
etc All formats plus M.A.
Willow Glen area
Wash/dryer, pool. $350.+ 1/4 util.
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Spellcheck. punctuation &
1 BR. APT. $5135. includwg water
DANCE TEACHERS
Ask about specials’
grammar assistance
Avail. 2/1, Call Janet at 629-3117.
garbage, electricity & parking
Flea. sched. Min. 2 years exp.
Berkeley (510) 841 5036
Cali (408) 266-1460
All work guaranteed’
185 E. San Fernando St. next to
teaching children 3-12. ECE units
Call PAM 247.2681, 8am 8pm
campus. 453-1680 or 293-4421
LARGE CLEAN QUIET 2 BD./28A.
req., car req., ballet training pref.
for worry free professional
IMPROVE YOUR SPA, PROF. W/P
8690. Gated garage, top floor
Call loelle at (408) 996-8955.
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
dependable service
w/view. Walk to school, 642S 7th
plans Grammar /spelling
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERSt Call 9858098
POSTAL /OBS AVAILABLE!
Transcription Laser printer,
VICE TO SAN JOSE! Beginning Dec
GRAD STUDENTS! CM Marsha
Many positions. Great benefits Cali
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains at 266-9448 for assistance with all
de35livery.
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S.
800339-3-388 Eat P.3310
FREE40P8ek7u4p7.08,3
make-over 8, Shin Cele analysis
to Sacramento, leaving San Jose at
Low rates
phases of Thesis/Project
Fifth Street. 2 bedroom/1 bath
Professional image consultant .
6.35 am 12 10 pm. & 510pm.
preparation Editing (grammar,
SUZUSKI 1984 FA SO.
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992? starting at $750.00. Free cable TV.
Quality products at
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
Laundry. Barbeque area. Underpunctuation, sentence structure),
Good condition. Runs excellent.
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
WHEN THE BEST
40-75% less than retail.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
tables, graphs, laser printing.
ground parking. Recreation room. 2
stuffing envelopes. For details.
$325 or best offer. 266-9381.
IS ALL YOU NEED.
Small groups or inchinduals.
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
(Resume service also available),
blocks from campus. Sandy: 295Rush $1.00 with SASE to:
PAPERS - S1.90/pg and up
Call Tracy 947-1537.
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
IntsmatIonrs1 Students welcome!
6893.
018 Group Inc.
RESUMES - $12.00 end up
Marysmile / Oroville / Chico / Red
Willow Glen area.
1019 Lk. Sherwood’
Laser Printer - Spell Check
60% discount on all PERMANENT
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket
Hours 7 a m 8’30 p.m
QUIET, PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM
Orlando, FL 32818.
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
English probkams a specialty!
in pm. house, 6 blocks from carry
covers both train and bus. One-way
FOR SALE IBM XT COMPUTER with
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEROpen evenings and weekends
fare to Sacramento: 823. Jan.-April EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
pus Good neighborhood. util paid.
87.00- 8.00 PER HOUR
13 in. color monitor, printer. etc.
Minutes from campus’
familiar with APA/Turaben
EYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
roundtres only $24 most days. 3
No kitchen. $300 /mon. 2938952
Fularne or Parttime
Incl. software. Exc. Cond. $1000./
408/254-4565.
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5-31-92 daily departures also available from
formats. Science and English
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS
obo. Call Liz at (408) 924-4134.
4084794E40
San lose to Fresno / Hanford /
papers our specialty. Free spell
VICTORIAN STUDIO in triplex. 12th
Excellent benefits
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
CALL UNDA TODAY
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
check/storage. Low-cost editing
St & St lames. $490./mo. No
Credit union
SUN SPARC 1:8MB Go ACCEL. 19’
for expertenced, professional
621E Campbell Ave. 017
tranade at Stockton.
pets Room in Victorian, shared
and graphics. Resumes and
Vacation pay.
color mon. 2X104mb disks, 150
Campbell, Ca, 95008
Call 1.800 .USARAIL
kitchen & bath. 6th & Reed.
other services mailable.
wordproceSiling Theses, term
Free uniforms or non uniformed
mb tape, clocs 86800 997-1621
papers, group projects, etc
for information.
$310 /rno inc utol. Call 377-3353.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Referral bonus
All formats InClUtling APR
COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
Call Paul or Virginia
Apply: Mon.- Fri. 8 am. - 5 kn.
Quick return.
251-0449,
’Eligibility regardless of grades
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
ROOMMATE WANTED TO
Vanguard Security Services
Transcription services available
and income for most’
Information on semester, year,
3 hr abet brand new TH in Camp
3212 Scott Blot. Santa Clara
Almaden / Branham area
graduate, summer and
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
HOUSECLEANING WEEKLY CHORES Betw San Tomas/Olcott near 101. bell. 15 min drive to S1SU Washer ’Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
Phone 264-4504
internship programs in Perth.
Word Processing, Term Papers
Over $10 billion in
/dryer & cable $350 /mo
1/3
Near campus $9 /hr Art & Scence
Townsville. Sydney. and Melbourne
Theses, Graduate Work. MM &
util (PG&E) Call Karen 378-1255
private sector ad’
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
couple 287.0676 or 9245260
PROFESSIONAL
For free info call 408 927.9299
Programs start at 83520
Turabtan Desktop Publishing,
(Located on Light Rail)
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE
Catl 1 800-87114698.
Graphic Design & Layout
71110 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Accepting applications for partFAST FUNDRA111110 PROGRAM
Theses, term papers, reports
MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
Laser Output
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745
Fraternities, sororities, student
time cashier and kitchen positions
resumes, letters
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Walk or ride bike to school.
Fun, fastoaced atmosphere. Must
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing, or
Save time - Fax your edits to me.
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Cable TV. available. Laundry
week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus be energetic, enthusiastic, depend
Quick return.
using chemicals. Let us
Near Oakrodge Mall 2244395.
facilities. Security entrance.
able and neat in appearance. Apply
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
permanently remove your
15 years eapertence
STUDENT PAPERS & RESUMES.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
in person at PASTA MIA:
for calling 1430,9320528 ext. 65
WordPerfect 5.1. Laser printout.
Call Richard or Denise at 288-9157
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
unwanted hair. BACK-CHEST 2565 No First Street (at Trimble)
Call Mrs Morton 266-9448. Loper Call Mare at 971-6231
LIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC.
or leave message for manager.
brie on APA, MLA. Turabian formats. Term papers, theses, resumes, let
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Students & faculty 15% discount.
tors. reports. All formats. Steno
Will edit for correct gramme:,
OUTSTANDING ENTREPRENEURIAL
200 New lobs for New Year.
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
sconce Pick upend delivery for
ROYALE ARTS 486 S. 9TH ST
punctuation, & sentence structure;
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
opportunity to help launch exciting
Inter’l housewares chain. PT. FT.
Term papers, letters, resumes
large jobs. 20 years
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Now renting’ 2 WIrm/lbath near
prepare tables, and graphs.
new series of posters & calendars
flea. hrs , eves. 8, weekends poss.
Loc near Moorpwk & Saratoga
exparenca. MA in English.
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
S1SU Modern appliances Free
print out in attractive laser type.
into Silicon Valley market
No exp. nec. Will train!
Cali Mary lane - 986-7819
Call Margaret,
#17, Campbell (408) 379-3500.
cable TV Call 971.0869 Office
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)
Interested parties call Joe Anthony
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
Gwen. Trish or Marline,
hrs. M-Th 5 prn. to 8 pm Sat 9
8 am to 8 pm,
International Students Wekonw!
at Silicon Valley Scenes
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25.
Registered Flectrologists
am to 2 prn Rent starts at $750
at 251-6775
Willow Glen area. Hrs. 78.- 8:30p.
(408) 247-8779
Students: paid internships ai
scholarships avail. 977-3661.
PT RECEPTIONIST for 51 law firm
FUNDRAISER looking for top frater. Good typing and grammar $6 /hr
287.7790 Ask for Kathy
nay, sorority, student organization
that would like to earn $500. to
MNE
81500. for a one week oncarretts
siiisouoir Network Enterprises
marketing project. Must be orga
Full or part time positions
nded and hardworking. Cell Marla
available Flexible hours
(800) 592-2121 ext. 112.
On-the-job training
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
No experience needed
PIVENTORY AND LABEL WINE.
Call now to schedule a job
Close to campus. Wok your own
appointment. (408)363.8554
hours. Call John 418592-4779.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving $.1SU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
-Good Rates for Nor-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Mufti-car’
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TRAVEL

SERVICES

COMPUTERS

HELP WANTED

WORDPROCESSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

EARN $U for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling
silkscreened tshirts or sweatshirts
w/ your custon design or logo
ADMINISTRATIVE AINIISTANT want(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara ed to maintain budgets. do record
beeping, etc for Associated StuCall Brainstorm Graphic* for a
dents Leisure Services Typing &
Quote today"’ 4964343.
computer Skills helpful Must be
current student, work-study welGET IN SHAPE!!! Wanted 77 pee
ple We will prry you to eat anything come. 12-15 hrs/wk flexible on
you want, lose 10 to 29 lbs In the campus. 85.70-6.05 start. Apply
by Feb 14, in Student Activities
and keep it of P
next 30 days,
& Services Also need student
No drugs - 100% natural Doctor
OFFICIALS for intramural balked
recommended. 100% guaranteed
belt soccer & softball - eves 8.
We will help you look & feel great’
weekends Call 924-5950
Call Sonia 108 2382213
[’owes 2/7
WORK STUDY POSITION in New
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than Student Orientation Services. Help
81.000.000.000 in financial aid is Plan, design. advertise, implement
and evaluate orientation programs
available to students annually
May include typing, word process
I C S Corp can find 6 to 25
ing, phone work, drafting reports
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you For free and correspondence 85 70-86.05
per hour 12-17 hrs /wk between
and complete information, write to
9 am - 5 pm, Mon - Fri Limited
I C S Corp PO Boa 3205
weekend work may be requested for
Saratoga CA 95070
’Tim* is a terrible thing to waste ’ special event Apply Student Activities and Services Office, Old CAF,
Do it now
9245950

NANNY, 3 DAYS, LOS GATOS,
2 children, room, board & salary
Great for student
Call 3565615 or 487/403
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate to ins with as a
companion. For further information;
call Brian, after 4pm, at 298-2308

EllaDOE1110EEMEEDODEILIDOEDEEEEDEIOEM
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Please check I
your classification:

Name

HOUSING
CLEAN, VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Nice 3 bedroorn/2 bath $850 /mo
529S 10th Mgr. 02 or 998.5485
ROOMS 4 RENT. Shared kitchen.
bathroom it laundry. Zero mi from
S1SU $295./mo. includes semi-fur
nished rms / utilities / maid svc
Quiet Cali Steve 296.6743

19205 DECORATOR APARTMENT!
Unique 1 bedroom plus 1/2 room
off living room Hardwood floors.
yard, 1 off-street parking space,
and individual front and rear
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- entrance. Financially responsible,
fisheries Earn 85000 c /rno Free clean, quiet and sober person only
transportation Room & board’ Over $575 /month lease, plus deposit
SINGLE OCCUPANCY 551 S. 6th St
8,000 openings Male or Female
Call 292.7761 or 4928828
For employment program call
1 206 5454155 eat 317

AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES
Ono Two Throe
Day Days Days

ON ONE DAY
Four
Days

Five
Days

Address
City ’Stale

Announcements

3 lines

85 00 $6.00

$7 00

$8 00

$9 00

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$1000

51111e5

$700 $8.00

$900

$10 00 $1100

Phone

5100051100 $1200

)

6111,e9
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’Medicinal’ pot growers receive light sentence
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The SPARTAN DAILY
!ilea.a no claim for products or
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there any guarantee implied The
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verified by the mwspaper.
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Female condoms could appear
on store shelves by end of year

GUI system makes
Nerd’s guts go gooey
Graphical User Interfaces
It’s enough to make a
nerd’s eyes light up like
when he or she first turned
on a I lewlett-Packard scientific
calculator. So, just what is a GUI
(pronounced gooey)? Basically, it’s
a computer that uses a mouse or
other device to move around and
manipulate pictures and icons of
files.
The concept was designed by an
engineering group at Xerox and was
quickly popularized by the Apple
Macintosh line of computers. IBM
clones have been Gilled by
Microsoft and its Windows
operating system.
Before there were GUIs there
was a command-line interface which
meant, in English, that a computer
user had to type in commands to
make the computer do something.
The most popular command-line
system is DOS. Young nerds sneer
at people who like DOS because we
grew up watching MTV and we like
to think that it is easier and more
productive to use a mouse to point
at pictures or menus of commands.
When you get GUI proponents in
one room, generally an argument
breaks out over who has the best
GUI. Most of the time the argument
is whether Microsoft’s Windows are
better or worse than the Apple’s
Macintosh System 7. Even though
I’m a dyed-in-the-wool Macintosh
fan, it is getting harder to tell the
difference and in some ways the
Macintosh is being passed.
Microsoft is bringing two new
GUI systems to market this year:
Windows 3.1 and Windows NT.
Windows received a bad rap when
compared to the Macintosh because
it was designed to run on top of
DOS. That means that there are
really two operating systems
running at one time while the
Macintosh only has one. In my
observations, Windows is a little
slower and is not as easy to use
overall when compared to the Mac.
That comparison isn’t fair, a
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Each additional day $1 00
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Nathan Souza

Civil engineering Professor Steve Arnold
demonstrates the art of surveying to his

Daily stall ph.

students. Arnold teaches a Route Survey
class.

Actors
negotiate amid
strike threat
LOS ANGELES (AP) Two
unions representing actors opened
contract talks with producers Friday.
Wages, video dollars and working
rights for extras were the main issues
and several studio chiefs say a strike
this summer is possible. Producers
already are racing to finish filming all
theatrical and television movies before
contracts expire June 30.
The Screen Actors Guild and the
American Federation of Television
and Radio Artists, representing
120.000 performers, want higher
wages and greater participation in the
booming home video market.
But the key union issue is screen
extras, non -speaking background
players hoping to find a voice at the
negotiating table. ’The 5,000 members
of the Screen Extras Guild have not
had a contract for two years. They
want to merge their union with the
Screen Actors Guild.
Extras working outside New York
earn $58 a day. In New York, where
the actors guild sets salaries, extras
collect $220 daily, producers say. If
the New York rate were applied
nationally, producers say, it would
cost studios a combined $34.1 million. The unions dispute that figure.
"We’re trying not to inflame the
issue... (but) these extras are not even
skilled workers," said one studio chief,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
Some actors look down on extras
as Langers-on more interested in shoving their way into scenes than blending in.
Others soee the background players
as their brethren. Many New York
guild members work as extras.
Representatives of the Alliance of
Motion Picture and Television
Producers, the producers’ bargaining
ann, declined to be interviewed, citing
a news blackout.
People familiar with the talks said
the producers will ask actors to take
substantial cuts on residual payments
for television reruns. They also want
to limit first-class airplane travel for
actors, guaranteed by union contracts.
Said one person close to the actors’
side: "If they seriously think they’re
going to rollback prime-time network
residuals, they’ll get a strike."

PROTEST
From Front Page
Haro who will represent SJSU at the
rally.
Representatives from different C.SU
campuses such as Chico, Stanislaus,
San Francisco and Sonoma among
others are expected to participate in
the rally, said Lisa Parker, executive
vice president of the Associated
Students at Sacramento State
University.
The Sacramento State campus will
be used as the gathering ground for the
organization, Haro said.
!taro said his group is in the prouss of contacting key local organizations to target all aspects of the cam-

pus community.
"This is an issue that affects the
entire population." Ham said.
Parker, who will be a speaker at the
rally, said the students sympathized
that the budget was tight but they
could not put up with the fee hikes.
"We can make a difference. If we
work together, we can fight this,"
Parker said.
Haro’s organization is planning
another meeting for Thursday at the
SJSU A.S. Council Chambers to organize a campus protest against the fee
increase.
Interested students can call 9237227.

LECTURER
From Front Page
Wilson.
One of his current projects is negotiating a plan to decrease fresh -water
flow to the South Bay from the San
Jose sewage treatment plant. The proposed solution, which includes a giant
water reclamation effort as well as a
more aggressive water conservation
plan, appears to be acceptable to both
the city’s economic and environmental
interests.
his presence as a community organizer as well as a political insider led
to his inclusion as one of the top-40
most powerful and influential people
in San Jose, according to a 1990 study
of the power structure in San Jose
done by The San Jose Mercury News.
He started taking environmental
studies classes at both the University
of California at Santa Cruz and SJSU
when he began to handle more environmental issues while working for
Brownstein taught environmental
law occasionally, but felt he could
contribute more of his expertise in a
class that focused on politics.
"I could give it a more personal

touch," because of practical experience, he said. "I can tell people literally what really goes on. I can teach
what is nearly impossible to get out of
a textbook."
The department liked the idea of
the new course because "environmental issues are political issues 99 percent of the time," he said.
He wants to teach students that
they can effect change in the political
arena
if they are committed.
Brownstein contends that the little guy
can make a difference so long as he
doesn’t give up and understands how
things get done in the political arena.
"Politics is like judo in that big
interests can be made to take the big
fall," he tells students with his speech
speeding with the excitement of his
convictions. Yet Brownstein warns
that defeating a political opponent
takes a lot of work. "If you write a letter, it’s not going to change the world,"
he said.
Brownstein taught the class last
spring, but budget cuts have left the
department unsure whether they will
be able to offer the course again.
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HE: ’International flavor’ enriches class
adored in Chinalle knows his ideas
It was at the univosity that He
established a close relationship with will he difficult to implement.
"Americans are focused on individsaid. "When you talk about them you his molessoi one that would last for
show strength and a determination to years :tad ’nape his philosophy of ualism. They don’t react much to one
another. This is a lonely society," 1 le
teaching.
overcome them "
"Professors and students lived on said.
It’s lie’s conviction that being canIle is disappointed that at SJSU
did with students makes then teaming collations togethei and ate in the same
more rewarding and their respect for cafeteria. We would visit them in their many students have to work and don’t
much time to chat after class.
have
and
chat
sometimes
just
to
homes.
him greater.
Mike &outline’. a senior trmadona sonietimes to discuss personal piob- Nor do most students and professors
live close to one another.
journalism major, appreciated the car- lents .41 seek advice."
A member of the SJS1lAssotiation
In his freshman year, "we spent the
ing Ile showed for him.
of Asian Faculty and Staff, He hopes
"Joe was concerned about my per- night in the professor’s aparunent.
sonal standing in claw As a prison, he cooked a big fish, but since we woe to make a difference as a teacher and
was great. Ile took time alto class to all men, [loom could cook very well," to enrich his classes with an internalie recalled. "We smoked this had tional perspective.
talk with me," Gardiner said.
Journalism Professor lkivid Grey, a
But Kim Carter, a senior journal- tobacco, drank and played games."
But Ile also remembered spending member of the department’s interviewism student who had Ile for his first
semester, generally liked him but evoy waking moment studying. After ing committee, feels positive about
expressed sonic doubts about how all, dating was prohibited and sleeping what his colleague brings to SJSU.
"Some students, whether they
with the opposite sex could get stamuch respect ht. got lion Woo siti
know it or not, will benefit from an
tions expelled.
dents.
intonational flavor and different
Alto graduation in 1978. Ile
"Joe made it Las) tot Monism
dents) and I think people are Janne apt toecanie one of the 111,4 MINS COMM,- teaching style. It makes fior a richer
to cut class because of that," she said. 111CillitALS inaster’s degree candidates in
Grey, who has been at SiS11 since
Ile, who stands 5 feet 4 inches tall China and worked for the country s
1973, describes He as a "quiet, mod()Hi( ial Xiiihua News Agency.
and weighs 11(1 pounds, has big corn
mitments to education, family and ( covering international news and est, but persistent and courageous
hard work. Bonn 31 years ago in an ’ports. he attended the 1984 Sarajevo man." and one who has a deep
industrial city in (iuizou. a poovinex; in Winter Olympics and the 1984 1 tos commitment to his family.
"I see Joe as a very human person
southwest ( hula, He was one of stx Angeles SWUM!’ Olympics. oppoi wadies only three tol China’s journalists with a lot to share." Grey said.
children and his parents were midAlthough He likes life in
emuyed.
level goveriunLin officials
But testless to boatel hunsull anu Calittania, he is saddened by the reali’cats oof scowl,
Dining hi, at
Ile was glean) mllueowed by the tradi- his position in the news agency, He ty that he can not return to China.
While at Indiana, he Wit!, a leader in
searched tor a doctorate program in
tional Chinese educational system.
"Teachers were so close to their mass communications in China. That the production of a dissident newspastudents that they took on the role of wasn’t an easy task in a country where
disciplining and teaching may one in 115 people has a teleparents
morals and ethics, as well as aca- phone.
lit 198f), unable to find such a prodemies. They were given absolute
authority by parents and were role gum, Ile enrolled in the graduate proIndiana Iluivosity leaving
goano
models for Ilan students tit o5>1
Min :II will daughtt and ia..01%
way"
it,
ItatiLly at halt bill ,111k
After giAlUallana .it asc
*al% a
assignal by us! goscomicut to Vt. al. II,
4110,
net a it* it people quickly:’
a ekuidestinc auptoute woo ust.d
A yea’ lam his wile 1.1 t ante to
defense.
DEADLINE
Four years later Ile was I% ,satiicil Indiana. but it would be years until he
for his outstanding perhioniuh., and was joined by his daughter Bing. now
adherence to (.011111111111st pally 1(14:914) - 8.
At Skill, his faintly is now town
or and sent to the )leton!
et in :111 apartment close to campus
.1.11l a Ull Ull
Broadcasting Institute
TEST DATE
versity more than 2.11(10 toot s from ins that Ile describes as ’small"
Sim. hi likes the Ideal ail ranuiiiltig
home there he studied I cosh anti
journalism. although he wally W4111,:41 studeins in t;IiI.S.N. s and continuing the
piolessor- student relationslrn he
to be tut engiincr

From Front Page

per published five days after the June
1989 crackdown on the pro-democracy movement in nananmen Square.
’Ile newspaper, printed in Chinese
and distributed in the United States
and China, severely criticized the
Chinese government.
"The crackdown outraged me," He
said. "It outraged every Chinese student in this country."
Ile says he is blacklisted in his
native country. Not only did he participate in the newspaper publication, but
he resigned from the Communist party
and signal a declaration that vowed to
fight to the end "the fascist government in China."
Although he longs to visit his family and friends in China, He must wait.

Perfect
Look
Hair Design
for Men and Women

Any hair or nail service
Reg, haircut price $6, perms $18 + up
Coupon Expires 11-16-91
284 B 11th St.
(Corner of San Carlos next to 7-11)
292-4641
Open 7 Days a Week
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You don’t need to be a math wiz to figure out that it takes a lot of money to go to college.
The fine folks 3t JeeR and Eagle would like to help subtract some of that financial burden by
reimbuising a lucky student for a semester’s worth of tuition.
If you can picture yourself as that lucky student, get over to your participating school
bookstore and pick up the new Jeep and Eagle college folder while supplies last. It’s free, and
inside there’s a contest called "Where in the \A/orldr that will award up to $10,000 in tuition
reimbursement The official program rules are detailed in the folder
So if you think you’re smart land we know you are), enter the Jeep and Eagle college folder
contest. You never know -filling out the entry form could
save you from filling out financial aid forms next term
Advantage: Jeep, and Eagle

